Scheduling of chemotherapy and radiotherapy in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer.
In scheduling chemotherapy and radiotherapy for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), chemotherapy can be given pre-radiotherapy or concurrently as a single agent or in combination. Optimal scheduling has yet to be established. Optimal pre-radiotherapy for NSCLC requires further development but cisplatin with vinblastine, vindesine, etoposide or navelbine appear the best currently available. A number of new drugs show potential for enhancing radiation effects. Concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been tested in a number of experimental tumours in cell culture. In these systems cisplatin, carboplatin, 5-fluorouracil, mitomycin-C and other agents appear to improve cell kill compared to chemotherapy alone. Mouse xenograft models allow the study of various concurrent drug and radiation schedules including the effect of radiation with cisplatin, carboplatin, paclitaxel and gemcitabine. In these systems, cisplatin in divided doses shows optimal enhancement with fractionated radiotherapy. There are a number of drug candidates for concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy programs. Clinical studies in head and neck cancer, esophageal cancer, small cell lung cancer and NSCLC show promising results with concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Cisplatin given daily with radiotherapy improved survival in NSCLC compared to cisplatin given weekly with radiotherapy or to radiotherapy alone. To study the toxicity of radiation and concurrent carboplatin, we have studied 170 patients with unresectable locally advanced NSCLC in a 4-arm randomized trial. An analysis of the first 100 patients entered revealed significantly more neutropenia (P < 0.0001) and thrombocytopenia (P < 0.004) with the combined modality arms. Esophagitis was worse on all three experimental arms but was significantly more prolonged with accelerated radiotherapy arms.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)